00:00:11,029 --> 00:00:14,209
[Musıc]

00:00:28,789 --> 00:00:34,710
sadly today in America active shooter

00:00:31,800 --> 00:00:36,929
events are a reality but remember your

00:00:34,710 --> 00:00:39,780
NASA protect the service office number

00:00:36,929 --> 00:00:41,488
one priority is your safety the active

00:00:39,780 --> 00:00:43,799
shooter training scenario you're about

00:00:41,488 --> 00:00:46,049
to see was designed to be as realistic

00:00:43,799 --> 00:00:48,780
as possible some of the scenes you may

00:00:46,049 --> 00:00:51,269
see may be disturbing to you is our hope

00:00:48,780 --> 00:00:53,969
by watching this video it will better

00:00:51,270 --> 00:01:01,710
prepare you to develop your own plans to

00:00:53,969 --> 00:01:04,609
survive an active shooter okay now one

00:01:01,710 --> 00:01:04,609
location your emergency

00:01:10,420 --> 00:01:30,069
yeah he hasn't he has a God has anybody
been injured this office received the

911 reporting an active shooter incident in progress at m7 10:59 the hyper Gul

maintenance facility

probably right and once inside that medium martini play annoyed and key to

the bathroom

hey road tour we're going here I got flying in with me

breach breach breach

one down don't move don't move
grab that all over you hey we got one suspect bound to firearms up to just
that securities we're good your hands up
keep your heads up go straight up
[Applause]
medic needs to go with you guys
no CPR let's say let's say the ones we can
[Music]
meet you they're not gonna leave you
you'll be there
[Music]
NASA's Protective Service office number
one priority is to protect your safety
I'm here to tell you that safety is your

responsibility to network in at home but

you also have a part to play you need to

be prepared you need to have a plan for

starters use the run hide fight method

run if possible to remove yourself from

the danger hide if you can't escape the

threat remember but a barricade between

you and the danger as a last resort

fight

everything can be used as a weapon get

creative NASA's Protective Services and

emergency support team go through

rigorous training exercises to be

prepared for a range of situations
providing everyone at NASA a safer place to work

[Applause]

[Music]

[Music]

[Applause]

[Music]

[Music]

[Applause]

[Music]

[Music]